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What is MSP? An essential term of agricultural economy which is always a probable question for prelims, mains and interview. Aspirants must leave no aspect of this term uncovered for UPSC-CSE.

UPSC Essentials: One word a day- Minimum Support Price (MSP)
In this case, Calderón, who is forty-eight ... address the needs of America’s eleven million undocumented workers—many of whom were deemed essential but continued to live in fear of deportation—and of ...

The Essentials
For working women in contemporary times, the challenges of balancing work and home are as intense as ever. While domestic partnerships and parenting are becoming more equitable than they once were, ...

Why it’s essential to support women’s health in the workplace
Despite the several protests against poor service delivery, everyone has realised that the best way forward is open dialogue.

A South African case: how dialogue can bring solutions to water problems
This article is part of a series addressing popular topics and questions that clients and the ... the prospective client should first ask the lawyer if they want to hear the essential facts of the ...

Essential questions to ask a divorce lawyer
You will quickly learn about the key topics in commercial law and its effects on the law and people of Scotland.Key Features Summaries of essential facts and essentials cases will help you to identify ...

Commercial Law Essentials
On May 2nd, the Review was set to hold our weekly meeting. As usual, we had prepared a list of topics to discuss—student loan relief, the new (and now defunct) “Disinformation Governance Board,” and ...

Let’s be Frank: Life Starts at Conception
Donald Trump’s closest campaign advisers, top government officials and even his family were systematically dismantling his false claims of 2020 election fraud ahead of the Jan. 6 attack on the ...

Get Government & Politics updates in your inbox!
AZoQuantum spoke with Dominik �afránek, Ju-Yeon Gyhm, and Dario Rosa about their research that has provided a theorem that brings us one step closer to the development of functional quantum batteries.

Essential New Theorizations on Quantum Batteries
Why is food safety an important issue according to WHO? Aspirants must cover this topic for UPSC-CSE as we celebrate World Food Safety Day on June 7. UPSC Essentials discusses this word in 2 parts.

UPSC Essentials: One word a day- Food safety (Part 1)
The latest COVID case and death counts in the Philadelphia region could mark a turning point in the pandemic, experts say. In Pennsylvania and New Jersey, COVID-19 cases are showing signs of declining ...

Local COVID cases show signs of ebbing. What did the latest wave teach us about a new normal?
Following a sharp increase in enrollment over the past year, HBCUs are well-positioned to take the lead in training and championing the next generation of entrepreneurs by committing to and creating ...

OPINION: To train the next generation of entrepreneurs, look to HBCUs
There's also the issue of nebulousness, as is the case ... it's essential to understand the ins and outs of a specific area before you go about effectively legislating it. Ignorance on this topic ...

If US lawmakers are good at anything, it's failing at technology
The experts from Immigrant Invest have collected all the relevant info on the topic, which will ... business owners alike. It is essential to pick the right option for investment to ensure the most ...
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